Baseball Squad Drills For Start Against Harvard

After two weeks of pre-season baseball practice, the squad has cut to twenty-eight, three more than Coach Ray Merritt plans to carry. After spending most of the first two weeks hitting against the machine, the squad has begun facing actual pitching.

So far, it looks like the team that will start for Tech in the opener against Harvard, April 13, will consist of infielders Paul Valerio '54 first base, Dick Monopoli '54 at second, Pete Peterson '55 at third for the greater Boton League championship.

Last year, the team had a mediocre six won and eight lost record which frits to describe the Tech diamond was adequately. They upset Boston University and just failed to upset highly rated Boston College and Bowdoin in tight extra inning contests. Now regulars, Harnett, Fitch and Thompson were lost from last year's squad but adequate replacements have been found.

HARVARD HILLEL

HILLEL Forum Oneg-Shabbat
Friday, March 19
8 P.M.
HARVARD HILLEL HOUSE
Bay State Road Cambridge

CULTURAL PROGRAM:
DANCES:
THE SCIENTIST IN ISRAEL
FORUM COSTUME BALL
Saturday, March 20
8 P.M.
H. U. Hillel House

ENTERTAINMENT: Refreshment

STAG OR DRAG

Light and Mild
MUCH MORE FLAVOR
MUCH LESS NICOTINE
EFFECTIVE FILTRATION

L&M FILTERS ARE JUST WHAT THE DOCTOR ORDERED

I've been waiting for a filter cigarette that really gave me the feeling that I was smoking. I knew that L&M Filters were what I had been looking for with the very first package I tried. They have a fine flavor and they taste good. The facts below make sense to me.

Bennett Cerf

1. Effective Filtration, from the Aiguade Product—Alpha Cellulose—the proper material for filtering cigarette smoke and exclusive to L&M Filters.

2. Selective Filtration—the L&M Filter selects and removes the heavy particulate, leaving you a light and mild smoke.

3. Much Less Nicotine—the L&M Filter removes one-third of the smoke, leaves you all the satisfaction.

4. Much More Flavor and Aroma—the right length—the right filter—the right blend of premium quality tobacoo to give you plenty of good taste.

*U. S. Patent Pending

THERO QUAD

has MOVED to give you 2 beautiful rooms for your DANCING evenings...

Friday and Saturday 7:30 p.m. to closing

DIXIELAND ROOM, featuring the DUKEs OF DIXIE

AND THE DANCE TRIO QUAD LOUNGE for relaxation

AT THE GLASS HAT

336 NEWBURY ST. near Mass. Avenue

THIS IS IT!

This you get...

1. Effective Filtration, from the Aiguade Product—Alpha Cellulose—the proper material for filtering cigarette smoke and exclusive to L&M Filters.

2. Selective Filtration—the L&M Filter selects and removes the heavy particulate, leaving you a light and mild smoke.

3. Much Less Nicotine—the L&M Filter removes one-third of the smoke, leaves you all the satisfaction.

4. Much More Flavor and Aroma—the right length—the right filter—the right blend of premium quality tobacco to give you plenty of good taste.

*U. S. Patent Pending

Copyright 1954, Lauren & More Tobacco Co.